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1 INTRODUCTION

Residential ip Proxies (resips) enable proxying out requests through
a vast network of residential devices (gateways) without inserting
any information revealing it. While resips can be used for legiti-
mate purposes, previous works also associated them with malicious
activities [2, 5, 7].

In [3], we have proposed a new server-side method to identify
connections proxied through resips: we compare the Round Trip
Times (rtts) at the tcp and tls layers. resips break the tcp session
between client and server but maintain the tls one end-to-end.
Thus, tcp packets sent by the server travel only to the gateway
while the tls ones, after reaching it, are forwarded inside the resip
infrastructure and then sent to the client. The rtt𝑇𝐶𝑃 and the
rtt𝑇𝐿𝑆 mirror this path difference. Hence, in a resip connection,
the 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 (=rtt𝑇𝐿𝑆 - rtt𝑇𝐶𝑃 ) is significantly higher than in a direct
one. Our 4-months measurement campaign shows that a 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇
higher than 50ms corresponds to a resip request.

Our technique measures the rtts at the server side. Hence, be-
yond reflecting the distance traveled by packets, the rtt𝑇𝐿𝑆 in-
cludes the client processing time. In [3], we performed connections
among well-connected data center machines using Python scripts.
This is not a common way for end users to connect to websites.
Generally, they use personal devices and navigate the Internet with
web browsers. The preliminary results obtained with this new work
show that these factors only impact marginally the measurement.

Moreover, our technique does not recognize only resip connec-
tions. It identifies all proxies that break the tcp session but not the
tls one. Mobile TCP Terminating Proxies (mttps) are an example
of this kind of proxy [8]. mttps belong to specific mobile isps and
break the tcp session between the device and a server at the an-
tenna. This enhances performance since the probability of packet
loss is higher in the electromagnetic wave transmission between
the device and the antenna than in the wired part of the connection.
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Breaking the tcp, the device needs to resend lost packets only for
the short path between the antenna and the device itself.

While the exact percentage of isps using mttps is unknown,
mobile network connections are widely used nowadays. It is thus
reasonable to assume that mttps play a role in generating false
positives (fps) to our technique. However, we believe the 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 ob-
served in mttp connections is smaller than in resips ones. With
mttps, the 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 is due to short device-antenna distances. In con-
trast, resips involve significant packet detours due to their globally
distributed infrastructures and do not use gateways near the desti-
nation server [1]. Our initial findings support this idea and indicate
a higher threshold could reduce fps caused by mttps.

2 CLIENT ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS

Numerous mobile networks and web browsers exist nowadays. In
this experiment, we consider only a subset of them to preliminary
assess possible impacts on the resip detection.

We use a personal computer (pc) and a mobile phone, both lo-
cated in France, as client machines. With them, we query a server in
the uae that runs our resip rtt detection [3]. We perform 20 con-
nections to it with each of the following configurations. With the
personal computer, we connect to the Internet using three setups.
The first one uses a 5ghz Wi-Fi signal from a residential access
point. In the other setups, we use the mobile device included in
the experiment as a hotspot for the personal computer. First, the
mobile phone is connected to the residential Wi-Fi, then to the 4g
network thanks to the French provider sfr. In this way, we analyze
the impact of the two types of network, as well as the effect of using
a hotspot, on the 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 .

We test these settings using no vpn, Nordvpn (WireGuard proto-
col) and Tor. We know that both these tunneling techniques break
the tcp session but not the tls one and are thus detected by our
technique. We use them as a reference to compare with the 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇
caused by mttps. For these connections, we randomly choose a
new exit location for each request. We perform connections using
the two most used web browsers, Google Chrome and Microsoft
Edge [6]. For Tor connections, we use the Tor Browser. We man-
ually perform the queries to the server, to reproduce a real user
interaction. We also send queries with Python scripts to have a
benchmark for the delays introduced by web browsers.

For the mobile device, we send requests through Wi-Fi and 4g
(from sfr) with Google Chrome. In this way, we assess the mobile
network delay without any hotspot contribution.

Table 1 displays the median value plus or minus the median
absolute deviation of the twenty collected 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 values for each
configuration. When no vpn is used and connections are made via
Wi-Fi (with/without hotspot), the 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 remains below the threshold
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Table 1: Tested client environment combinations.

Device vpn Network Browser 𝜹𝑹𝑻𝑻 (ms)

pc

No
vpn

Wi-Fi
Chrome 28±16.5
Edge 13±6.5
Python 3±1

Hotspot (Wi-Fi)
Chrome 36±10
Edge 32±15.5
Python 3.5±2.5

Hotspot (4g)
Chrome 117±56
Edge 77±18
Python 52.5±6.5

Nord
vpn

Wi-Fi
Chrome 127±4.5
Edge 158±14.5
Python 140±20

Hotspot (Wi-Fi)
Chrome 127.5±1.5
Edge 129±1.5
Python 124.5±5

Hotspot (4g)
Chrome 188±34
Edge 170±8
Python 219.5±70.5

Tor
Wi-Fi Tor 278±50.5

Hotspot (Wi-Fi) Tor 982.5±274
Hotspot (4g) Tor 888±183

Mobile
phone

No
vpn

Wi-Fi Chrome 10.5±6
4g Chrome 51.5±14.5

of 50ms for both devices. However, in the cases where connections
are made with no vpn through 4g, the 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 generally exceeds 50ms.
This discrepancy seems to suggest that sfr utilizes mttps.

We can see that using a browser introduces a slightly larger
delay than when using a Python script. However, the 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 values
remain below the threshold when there is no other delaying factor
(Nordvpn, Tor, 4g). This indicates that the use of web browsers
alone does not lead to fps. Furthermore, when using a hotspot to
reach the Wi-Fi signal, the 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 increases compared to a direct
Wi-Fi connection. However, this factor alone does not result in a
𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 exceeding 50ms.

When considering Nordvpn and Tor connections using 4g, the
𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 is generally higher than using Wi-Fi. This indicates that
Nordvpn, Tor, and the sfr mobile network each contribute to the
total delay independently. When a connection combines two of
these factors, their delays accumulate, resulting in a larger 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 .

Considering 4g connections from the mobile device, we observe
that the 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 exceeds the threshold but remains close to its value.
Moreover, this value is much smaller than the ones for Tor and
Nordvpn. Hence, our intuition about the low 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 delay introduced
by mttps compared to other proxies breaking the tcp session is
confirmed for this provider. To further support this initial finding
and generalize it, we analyze mobile fps connections to real-world

web domains. This approach enables us to see whether the same
pattern occurs with other mobile network providers utilizingmttps.

Real-World Mobile Connections. Our detection technique
is implemented in front of real-world domains suffering from bot
attacks. For a representative week (01/06/23-07/06/23), we collected
the ip addresses and the corresponding 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 values of connections
reaching the Page x of eight different protected domains. Only
successful purchases lead to Page x . Thus, we assume that only gen-
uine users arrive there. We then consider any connection to Page x

with an 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 greater than the 50ms threshold as a fp. Among these
fps, we consider the connections originating from mobile networks
thanks to the Mobile Carrier Database of Digital Element [4] and
we calculate the corresponding median 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 . This value is 88.5.
With the elements at our disposal, we can not know with certainty
that the only factor that increases the 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 in these connections is
the usage of the mobile network. There could be other factors, on
top of it, that increase the delay. However, based on the results in
the previous section, the reported median delay is more compati-
ble with the connections using sfr 4g with a web browser and/or
hotspot than the ones leveraging Nordvpn or Tor. This seems to
suggest that the delaying factor in these connections is mttps.

In [3], 96.57% of resip connections had a 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 higher than this
median value. This additional evidence strengthens our idea that
mttps create a significantly lower 𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 compared to other proxies
that break the tcp but not the tls session.

3 CONCLUSIONS

Our analyses indicate that commonly used client-side features (web
browsers, hotspot) do impact, yet only marginally, our rtt-based
resip detection technique. Moreover, they show that the mttps
𝛿𝑅𝑇𝑇 is much smaller than the resip one. This suggests that we can
reduce fps caused by mttps by highering the threshold. A thorough
sensitivity analysis is required for proper threshold adjustment.
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